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ABSTRACT. 

The onset and dissipation of fog can be crucial to military operations. Fog can aid the 
covert movement of troops or equipment, or it can disrupt aerial maneuvers. Fog also causes 
accidents on roadways and disrupts air transportation. While many weather phenomena are 
forecast using numerical models, most mesoscale forecast models do not have the vertical 
resolution necessary to forecast fog and low-level clouds. Previously-published one
dimensional fog models do not provide valuable information about the spatial characteristics 
of a fog event. In this study, the RAMS@CSU cloud-resolving mesoscale forecast model is 
run in a real-time configuration with a sophisticated microphysical package and multiple 
nested grids, in which the smallest grid has increased vertical resolution in the lower 
boundary layer. Using this configuration, two specific fog events are simulated in 3-D using 
initialization data with a horizontal resolution of 40 km. In both cases, fog is simulated in the 
lowest vertical level. In the first case, a valley fog event in central California, the onset and 
dissipation offog are both simulated one hour early. Errors are attributed to slight 
inaccuracies in the simulation of thermal cooling and moisture evaporation from the surface. 
In the second case, a radiation fog in eastern Wisconsin, fog is simulated in patches, while 
observations showed a homogeneous fog layer over the domain of the third grid. Where fog 
is simulated, the onset of fog is four hours late, while the dissipation is simulated the same 
hour as observed. The patchy nature of the fog is attributed to errors in the simulated wind 
field, and the error in the timing of the fog's development is attributed to inaccuracies in the 
simulated wind field and thermal cooling. The model is shown to simulate fine-scale features 
observed in the formation of fog, including valley circulations and the development of a 
dewpoint inversion. The results of the simulations suggest that the RAMS@CSU model can 
simulate the microphysical processes involved in both the formation and dissipation in fog. 
Sensitivity studies suggest that the quasi-microscale nature of fog makes the accuracy of a 
simulation heavily dependent on both the quality and resolution of the initialization data, 
including soil moisture data. Sensitivity studies also suggest that the accurate simulation of 
fog requires a vertical resolution greater than 100 m in the lower boundary layer. While the 
simulation results still offer room for improvement, this study is the first to simulate fog, 
using a 3-D forecast model, with such accuracy on such a fme scale, both spatially and 
temporally. The RAMS@CSU model can provide a valuable tool to military, government, 
and private sector forecasters, offering useful guidance as to the time and location of fog 
events. 
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As soon as I got started I took out after the raft, hot and heavy, right down the towhead. That was all right as far as it 
went, but the towhead warn't sixty yards long, and the minute I flew by the foot of it I shot out into the solid white 
fog, and hadn't no more idea which way 1 was going than a dead man . 

... I throwed the paddle down. I heard the whoop again; it was behind me yet, but in a different place; it kept coming, 
and kept changing its place, and I kept answering, till by and by it was in front of me again, and I knowed the current 
had swung the canoe's head down-stream, and I was all right if that was Jim and not some other raftsman hollering. I 
couldn't tell nothing about voices in a fog, for nothing don't look natural nor sound natural in a fog. 

--Mark Twain, The Adventures afHuckleberry Finn 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 FOG: AN OVERVIEW OF ITS STRUCTURE AND IMPORTANCE 

The Glossary of Meteorology defines fog as "[ w ]ater droplets suspended in the 

atmosphere in the vicinity of the earth's surface that affect visibility" (Glickman, 2000). 

Researchers have identified three primary processes by which fog forms: the cooling of air to 

the dewpoint, the addition of water vapor to the air, and the vertical mixing of moist air 

parcels of different temperatures. While fog generally forms by a combination of processes, 

one process generally dominates, and a fog event can be categorized into one of four main 

types: radiation fogs, which are dominated by radiative cooling; frontal fogs, which are 

dominated by the addition of water vapor; advection fogs, which are dominated by vertical 

mixing; and ice and snow fogs, which are defined by the physical state of the condensate 

rather than by the mechanism of the fog's formation (Cotton and Anthes, 1989). For cases of 

fog deeper than a few meters, Oliver et al. (1978) found that radiation almost always plays a 

significant role, even in cases in which another mechanism is considered dominant. Fog 

typically lasts for two to six hours (Cotton and Anthes, 1989) and ranges in liquid water 

content from 0.015 to 0.4 g kg- l (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Fog formation is often 
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accompanied by weak winds; winds greater than 2 m S-1 are often associated with fog 

dispersal, as they induce the vertical mixing of drier air (Cotton and Anthes, 1989). 

Perhaps because fog does not directly harm people or property in the manner that 

tornadoes, thunderstorms, and hurricanes do, no comprehensive study of the societal impact 

of fog has been published. However, the indirect effects of fog are undeniable. Fog 

indirectly impacts the environment in two main ways: by reducing visibility, and by serving 

as a liquid aerosol which can maintain contact with structures and vegetation for several 

hours. The effects of reduced visibility are seen quite regularly on our roads and at our 

airports. While no national statistics are available, the Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation reports that an average of2000 fog-related accidents were reported annually 

in Wisconsin from 1988 to 1999, with 25 deaths and 1000 injuries resulting each year 

(Adams, 2003). In the Fresno, CA area, five people were killed in four crashes, each of 

which involved ten or more vehicles, in the year 2002 alone (Fitzenberger, 2003). With 

regards to the aviation industry, the National Aviation Weather Program Council recently 

reported that accidents, injuries, delays, and unexpected operating costs resulting from 

adverse weather cost an estimated $3 billion, with 74% of 109 fatal, weather-related 

accidents in 1995 resulting from conditions consistent with the presence of fog (Whiffen, 

2001). Unfortunately, more specific data on the impact of fog on the aviation industry are 

unavailable. The lack of visibility associated with fog can have other adverse effects in 

various regions; in Nigeria, the presence of fog has been linked to piracy and armed robbery 

against ships and aircraft in the Niger Delta (Ediang, 2001). It is a logical extension of these 

studies that the presence or absence of fog in a battlefield environment would certainly 

impact military operations (Seagraves and Szyrnber, 1995). 
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The role of fog, viewed by atmospheric chemists as an aerosol in the liquid dispersion 

phase (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998), in aqueous-phase chemistry leads to further 

environmental impacts. Fog has been found to be important in the maintenance of 

ecosystems (Weathers, 1999); it plays a role in the dispersal of bacteria and fungi (Bauer et 

aI, 2001), and the variation of fog in Chile associated with the El Niiio/Southern Oscillation 

has been found to impact the local zoology (Larrain, 2001). Herckes et al. (2001) found fog 

to play an important role in urban air quality. Fog is even being investigated as a source of 

drinking water (Ali, 2001; Jaen, 2001). As biological and chemical attacks continue to be a 

threat, both domestic and abroad, the aforementioned studies suggest that the potential impact 

of fog as a dispersal mechanism could be even greater in a battlefield environment. 

1.2 A HISTORY OF RESEARCH IN THE NUMERICAL MODELING OF FOG 

With the importance of fog having been established, one must now turn to the 

question of how we as a society can mitigate the impact of fog. Like other meteorological 

phenomena which significantly impact society (hurricanes, blizzards, etc.), two main options 

emerge: prevent the event, or forecast the event so that the public may prepare for it. In this 

study, the author will focus on the latter. Operational meteorologists have been issuing 

heuristic fog forecasts, particularly in geographic locations where it is a common 

phenomenon, for decades (Croft et aI., 1997). However, the accuracy of such forecasts is 

often dependent on the meteorologist's experience in a given region. Weather offices with 

high forecaster turnover, such as many military bases, are less likely to consistently predict 

fog (Tag and Peak, 1996). While meteorologists have relied on numerical forecast models as 

3 
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a valuable forecasting tool, such guidance has not been available for the forecasting of fog 

and low-level clouds. This is generally due to two factors: a lack of necessary vertical 

resolution at the lowest levels, and inadequate microphysical parameterizations. Further 

complicating the numerical modeling of fog is the fact that the existence of fog in a model 

often reduces the accuracy ofthe overall forecast due to a positive feedback with the long

wave radiative cooling (Teixeira, 1999). Recent improvements in these areas, however, have 

allowed researchers to turn to numerical models for an improved understanding of fog. 

Due to computational and data limitations, most early numerical studies of fog 

employed one-dimensional column models. Early fog simulations focused mainly on 

radiation fog, though they neglected important physics processes involved in the fog's 

development. Rohde (1962) and Fisher and Caplan (1963) both neglected thc gravitational 

settling offog as wcll as radiative cooling. One ofthe fIrst studies to integrate a sophisticated 

radiation scheme into a numerical model was Zdunkowski and Niclsen (1969). Their model's 

radiation scheme allowed for water vapor and liquid water contributions to radiative fluxes, 

and included several regimes of exchange coefficients. Zdunkowski and Nielsen found that 

their model computed liquid water content and temperature profIles that were in general 

agreement with observations, though the vertical growth of fog usually proceeded too 

rapidly. Brown and Roach (1976) improved on this model by allowing for the gravitational 

settling of droplets. Brown and Roach managed to simulate the formation and dissipation of 

radiation fog to a degree of accuracy never before published. However, the simulated fog 

events were still offby several hours, and the authors identified several areas for 

improvement; among these were better turbulence parameterizations and an allowance for the 

microphysics of the condensation process aside from the optical properties and fall speed of 

4 
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fog droplets. In a later publication, Brown (1980) added an explicit formulation of the 

microphysics to their model, and concluded that thermal cooling, turbulent transport, and 

deposition of water on the soil were the most important physical processes involved in the 

development of a fog layer. 

Following improvements in the treatment of one-dimensional turbulence, Musson

Genon (1987) simulated a radiation fog event with a one-dimensional boundary layer model. 

Musson-Genon placed new emphasis on the roles of turbulence and thermal radiation, and 

concluded that a good knowledge of the initial conditions of temperature and moisture, as 

well as the hydric state of the soil, is necessary for an accurate fog forecast. Musson-Genon 

also used a large-scale, three-dimensional model to forecast the temperature, wind, and 

moisture conditions for his one-dimensional boundary layer model. A short time later, Bott 

et al. (1990) introduced a one-dimensional radiation fog model with a detailed treatment of 

the interaction between radiative transfer and cloud microphysics. Bott et al. found a quasi

periodic oscillation in liquid water content (both modeled and observed) with periods of 15-

20 minutes, which is believed to be the result of strong interaction between radiatively 

induced droplet growth and gravitational settling. 

While most early fog studies examined radiation fog, several simulations of sea fog 

were also published. Feit (1972) extended the work of Fisher and Caplan (1963) to simulate 

fog in a maritime environment. Feit identified the importance of sea surface temperature 

dynamics in accurate sea fog forecasts. Barker (1977) introduced a two-dimensional 

boundary layer model, and concluded that low-level moisture is critical to forecasting marine 

advection fog. As such, the direction of low-level winds and the properties of the upstream 

air mass must be properly simulated if fog is to form in the right location. Ballard et al. 

5 
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(1991) were the first to utilize a three-dimensional mesoscale model in the prediction offog. 

In their study, they concluded that the accuracy of initial conditions are essential to accurate 

forecasts of "the Haar," sea fog off the coast of Scotland. Ballard et al. were also the first to 

demonstrate that greater vertical resolution increases the accuracy of the model's simulations. 

While Ballard et al. (1991) were the first to use an operational mesoscale forecast 

model (the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) mesoscale model) to predict 

fog, improvements in mesoscale modeling led Teixeira (1999) to simulate fog using the 

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) model with a state-of-the

art prognostic cloud scheme. Teixeira found that major areas of fog and mist were 

reproduced in high resolution 60- and 72-hour fog forecasts for Europe, though the amount of 

fog at 12 UTC was generally too low when compared with observations. Recently, 

Nakanishi (2000) published a large-eddy simulation of radiation fog. In the study, Nakanishi 

identified three stages of the evolution of fog: the formation, development, and dissipation 

stages. The formation stage of fog evolution is characterized by longitudinal rolls appearing 

near the ground surface. In the development stage, an initiation of transverse bands, due to 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and a sudden increase of turbulent kinetic energy, is observed. 

The dissipation stage of fog evolution sees an organization of longitudinal rolls and 

polygonal cells due to convective instability. 

Bott and Trautmann (2002) recently developed a new efficient forecast model for 

radiation fog. A modification of the model presented by Bott et al. (1990), with 

parameterized microphysics for numerical efficiency, the model is designed for forecasting at 

a specific location, and as such is one-dimensional. However, if one desires a spatial fog 

6 
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forecast, the only two studies to address the need as of this manuscript's completion are 

Ballard et al. (1991) and Teixeira (1999). 

1.3 SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The scientific objectives of this study are threefold. The first objective is to 

determine whether a mesoscale numerical forecast model (in this case, the Regional 

Atmospheric Modeling System developed at the Colorado State University, version 4.3; from 

here on referred to as the RAMS@CSU model), with state-of-the-art microphysics, can 

produce fog. In order to test such capabilities, the operational RAMS@CSU forecast model 

first has to be modified. The RAMS@CSU forecast model, as it is run operationally, has its 

first vertical level at 100m AGL. Meteorological variables are calculated at the halfway 

point between vertical levels (with the ground technically being the first level), and thus the 

lowest forecast level is at SOm AGL. Most fog models have their lowest forecast level at 10 

to 30m AGL (Teixeira, 1999; Bott and Trautmann, 2002). The RAMS@CSU forecast model 

runs with three horizontally-nested grids, and in order to simulate fog on the third grid, the 

lowest vertical levels will be nested such that the lowest vertical level is 33m AGL, with the 

lowest forecast level being 16m AGL. Comparing our results to observations will help 

identify those processes that are most integral to the formation of fog. Upon confirming that 

the model can indeed simulate fog, a second scientific objective needs to be addressed. That 

objective is to determine to what degree the RAMS@CSUmodel could be useful in the 

forecasting of fog on a regional (on the order of 100 km) scale. To determine this, two fog 

events will be simulated using National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Eta 
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analysis data at 40km resolution to initialize the model. Finally, the third scientific objective 

to be addressed is what factors have the greatest contribution to the model's successes and 

failures. In determining such factors, researchers seeking to develop subsequent fog forecast 

products will have a better idea of what improvements will likely have the greatest impact on 

forecast accuracy. 

Chapter 2 provides information on the RAMS@CSU model, both in general and as 

used in this study. The configuration of the real-time forecast model, and modifications 

made for this study, will be addressed. The model's nested-grid configuration will be 

presented. The initialization of the model will be discussed in detail, including the various 

data used and the generation of time-dependent lateral boundary conditions. 

Chapter 3 will provide a discussion of the two fog events simulated in this study. 

Both surface and upper-air observations will be examined, and the mechanisms that led to the 

formation of fog will be explored. 

Chapter 4 examines the numerical simulation of our two case studies. The results of 

each simulation will be presented and compared to observations. The scientific implications 

of the results will be discussed. 

Chapter 5 will present several sensitivity studies. Results of a simulation initialized 

with data of decreased horizontal resolution will be presented and analyzed. Also examined 

will be simulations run with different degrees of vertical nesting in the third grid. 

Simulations initialized with different soil moisture values will be presented and discussed. 

Chapter 6 will offer a summary of the study and an interpretation of the results 

presented in chapters 4 and 5, and will also suggest future research. Chapter 7 will provide a 

list of works cited in this study. 

8 



CHAPTER TWO: REAL-TIME FORECAST SYSTEM 

2.1 GENERAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The Regional Atmospheric Modeling Systems (RAMS), developed at Colorado State 

University (CSU), henceforth referred to as the RAMS@CSU model, has been running as a 

prototype real-time mesoscale forecast model since 1991. The RAMS model was developed 

through the merger of a non-hydrostatic cloud model (Tripoli and Cotton, 1982), a 

hydrostatic version of the cloud model (Tremback, 1990), and a sea breeze model (Mahrer 

and Pielke, 1977). A detailed description of the model can be found in Pielke et al. (1992) 

and Cotton et al. (2003). 

For this study, the RAMS@CSU model version 4.3 was employed to simulate the 

atmosphere. The model's governing equations for momentum and mass-continuity are 

nonhydrostatic and Reynolds-averaged (Tripoli and Cotton, 1986). When calculating 

velocity and pressure, a leapfrog time-differencing is used for integration; for all other 

quantities, a forward time-differencing is used. Predicted variables in the RAMS model 

include the u, v, and w components of the wind, ice/liquid water equivalent potential 

temperatures, dry air density, total water mixing ratio, and mixing ratios of six of the seven 

9 
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hydrometeors considered in RAMS (rain, snow, pristine ice, hail, aggregates, and graupel). 

Diagnosed from the predicted variables are pressure, potential temperature, vapor mixing 

ratio, and the cloud mixing ratio (cloud drops being the seventh hydrometeor in RAMS). 

The RAMS@CSUmodel uses the staggered C grid (Me singer and Arakawa, 1976). 

The horizontal grid is projected into an oblique-stereographic coordinate system, where the 

pole of the projection is specified by the user in order to minimize distortion of the projection 

in the area of interest. A terrain-following crz coordinate system (Gal-Chen and Somerville, 

1975; Clark, 1977; Tripoli and Cotton, 1982) is used in the vertical grid structure. A two

way interactive nesting grid configuration is utilized, in which a smaller, higher-resolution 

horizontal grid is nested in a lower-resolution parent grid. A higher-resolution vertical grid 

can also be configured in a nested grid. The method used to implement a nested grid 

configuration is discussed in Clark and Farley (1984) and Clark and Hall (1991). 

The Land-Ecosystem-Atmosphere Feedback model (LEAF2) (Walko et al., 2000) is 

used for land-surface parameterization. The LEAF2 sub-model prognoses soil, vegetation, 

snow cover, and canopy air temperature and moisture fields based on vertical diffusion and 

exchange of thermal energy and moisture with the atmosphere. Soil data, including type, 

moisture, and temperature, are input by the user and will be described in Section 2.3. 

Several turbulent closure and radiation schemes are available in the RAMS@CSU 4.3 

model, with the user specifying which scheme should be utilized. For this study, vertical 

eddy mixing is parameterized using the second-moment turbulent closure scheme of Mellor 

and Yamada (1982), with horizontal mixing predicted by the deformation K closure scheme 

of Smagorinsky (1963). The radiation scheme used is a two-stream longwave/shortwavc 

10 
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model developed by Harrington (1997). This scheme is optimal for the simulation of 

radiation fog, as it accounts for interaction with liquid and ice hydrometeor size-spectra. 

The RAMS@CSU real-time forecast model features a robust microphysical package. 

The current approach to cloud parameterizations was first described in the work ofVerlinde 

et a!. (1990), which showed that the collection efficiencies in the full stochastic collection 

equation are constant. Rather than using continuous accretion approximations, Walko et al. 

(1995) implemented this approach in the RAMS@CSU model for the prediction of 

hydrometeor mixing ratios, using look-up tables to enable fast and accurate solutions to the 

collection equations. This approach was later extended to both the mixing ratio and number 

concentration for the seven hydrometeors considered in the RAMS@CSU model (Meyers et 

a!., 1997). 

The microphysical package of the RAMS@CSU model also give the user the option 

of specifying the number of cloud condensation nuclei, the drop concentration, or the mean 

drop radius for a hydrometeor, with the other values diagnosed based on the input value. For 

this study, the cloud drop concentration was diagnosed, with a value of 5 cm-' chosen based 

on valley fog observations published by Pilie et a!. (1975b). 

2.2 GRID CONFIGURATION 

The operational RAMS@CSU real-time model uses a three-grid, horizontally-nested 

configuration. The version of the RAMS@CSU model used for this study has a slightly 

modified grid configuration. Like the operational model, three nested grids are used in this 

11 
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a. .._-_ ....... --. . . . . . . 

b. 
Figure 2.1 Three-grid contiguration for the simulation of two cases found in this study. Configuration in (a.) is 
for the 21 January 2001 case near Angiola, CA. Configuration in (b.) is for the 11 October 2002 case near 
Sheboygan, WI. 
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Figure 2.2 The 37 vertical levels for grids one and two are depicted by the white arrows in the left-hand column. 
The insert shows the lowest 600 m of the model, with the configuration for grids land 2 illustrated by the white 
arrows on the left side of the insert, and the nested configuration for grid 3 illustrated by the black arrows on the 
right side of the insert. 

study (Fig. 2.1). However, to accommodate the simulation of fog, additional vertical levels 

are nested in the third grid (Fig. 2.2). 

The first grid covers the entire contiguous United States, spanning 4750 km west to 

east and 3400 km south to north. It features 96 x 69 grid points at 50-km resolution, with a 

time step of60 sec. The second grid spans 910 km west to east and 760 km south to north, 

with 92 x 77 grid points at a resolution of 10 km. The time step of the second grid is 20 sec. 

The third grid, in which fog is simulated, spans 122 km in each direction, with 62 x 62 grid 

points at 2-km resolution and a time step of 4 sec. 
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The configuration of the vertical levels for the first two grids is the same as that used 

in the operational RAMS@CSU model, which features 37 vertical levels as illustrated in the 

left-hand side of Figure 2.2. However, the third grid features two additional vertical levels 

nested within the first vertical level of the parent grids, and one additional vertical level 

nested within the second vertical level of the parent grid, as illustrated in the right-hand insert 

in Figure 2.2. This modification not only increases the model resolution for simulating fog, 

but it also moves the lowest level at which hydrometeors are produced from 50 m to 15.6 m 

AGL, which is consistent with the lowest level of other fog simulations (Teixeira, 1999; Bott 

and Trautmann, 2002). While only two cases are examined in this study, the grids can easily 

be moved by the user if other areas of concern are to be examined. 

2.3 MODEL ALTERATIONS FOR THIS STUDY 

The RAMS@CSU model was developed by the Colorado State University and the 

Mission Research Corporation, * ASTeR Division, to be a multi-purpose, numerical 

prediction model that can simulate the atmosphere from the micro scale to the global scale 

(Cotton et al., 2003). As such, there are many model specifications that must be specified by 

the user. Because this study is interested in examining the RAMS@CSU model's usefulness 

as a forecasting tool, the specifications currently used in the real-time forecast model were 

used in this study whenever possible. However, several modifications had to be made to the 

RAMS@CSU model to facilitate the simulation of fog. 

One such alteration has already been described in the previous section: the 

modification of the three-grid structure. Two further alterations made for this study are the 
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use of Eta model Data Assimilation System (EDAS) 40-km data rather than 80-km data for 

model initialization (this topic is further addressed in Section 2.4), and the incorporation of 

EDAS 40-km soil moisture and soil temperature data rather than user-specified homogeneous 

fields. These changes were made considering the importance of accurate initialization and 

soil moisture data in simulating fog events (Musson-Genon, 1987). Another modification to 

the operational forecast model is the use of National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) weekly 10 spatial resolution optimum interpolation (01) sea surface 

temperature (SST) analysis data (Reynolds et al., 2002), rather than thirty-year climatological 

values, for initializing the model's SST fields. This modification was made because both 

cases (as discussed in the next chapter) are near bodies of water, and Feit (1972) showed the 

significant role of SST's in fog formation near bodies of water. 

2.4 INITIALIZATION 

Two initializations are involved in running the RAMS@CSU model: the initialization 

of atmospheric fields and the initialization of surface fields. For the initialization of 

atmospheric fields, EDAS gridded analyses, as described by Rogers et al. (1996), are used. 

The data are derived from continually-cycling 3-hour forecasts produced by the Eta model. 

The Eta forecasts are adjusted every three hours to better conform to observational data 

through objective analysis. The RAMS@CSU model uses an isentropic analysis to 

interpolate the EDAS data into RAMS-ingestible data every three hours. While the EDAS 

data provide many atmospheric fields, the RAMS@CSU model uses only temperature, 

geopotential height, humidity, and wind component data. These values, provided for 26 
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pressure levels ranging from 1000 hPa to 50 hPa, are interpolated into RAMS for each of the 

three grids described in Section 2.2 (the EDAS soil data, mentioned in the previous section, is 

interpolated to the RAMS@CSU grid configuration off-line, prior to executing the model). 

For each grid, the portion of the Eta dataset which coincides with the RAMS grid is accessed 

and interpolated into a polar-stereographic/pressure coordinate dataset. The interpolation is 

then completed by linearly interpolating the dataset vertically to both the isentropic vertical 

coordinate and the terrain-following O'z coordinate. While the operational RAMS@CSU real

time forecast model is initialized with EDAS 80-km data obtained from NCEP, this study 

uses EDAS 40-km data (specifically, 40.635 km in resolution) from the NCAR GEWEX 

(Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment) Continental-Scale International Project (GCIP) 

archive for initialization. 

For the initialization of surface fields, two main datasets are used. NOAA 01 SST 

data (as described in the previous section), specific to the week of the simulation, are used to 

initialize the model's SST fields. The Olson Global Ecosystem (OGE) dataset (Olson et al., 

1985), with a spatial resolution of 0.5° is used to initialize the RAMS@CSU model's 

vegetation model. Both fields are linearly interpolated onto the RAMS@CSU polar-

stereo graphic grid. 

2.5 TIME-DEPENDENT LATERAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

In a model with a limited domain, such as the RAMS@CSU model as used in this 

study, external guidance is needed for the evolution of the model's boundaries. A process by 

which the RAMS lateral boundaries are "nudged" toward an external data analysis (also 
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known as Newtonian relaxation) has been developed by Davies (1976; Davies and Turner, 

1977) and is used in the operational RAMS@CSU real-time model. The RAMS lateral 

boundary nudging scheme works by forcing the boundary values ofthe x- and y-components 

of horizontal winds (u and v, respectively), potential temperature (6), relative humidity (r), 

and the Exner function (n) to externally specified values, using the model's internally-defined 

tendencies in the integration (Cram, 1990). This is done by adding an extra tendency term to 

each model prognostic equation which forces the predicted variable toward the value 

provided by the external guidance. 

In the RAMS@CSU model, as used in real-time and in this study, Eta model 

forecasts (Me singer et al., 1999) provide the guidance necessary for nudging the lateral 

boundaries. The Eta forecasts cover much of North America and the adjacent oceans, and are 

generated at 32-km resolution with 45 vertical levels (Rogers et aI., 1996). The forecast 

datasets are available at 6-hour increments, from a-hour to 48-hour. The a-hour forecast is 

used for initialization (as described in the previous section), and lateral boundary conditions 

are updated every six hours, to coincide with the available EDAS datasets. The boundary 

conditions are linearly interpolated between 6-hour updates, and five horizontal nudging 

points are used in this study, consistent with the operational forecast model. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CASE STUDY OVERVIEW 

3.1 OBSERVATIONS FOR 21 JANUARY 2001 FOG EVENT IN CENTRAL 

CALIFORNIA 

In this study, two fog events are simulated. The first fog event occurred 21 January 

2001 in the San Joaquin Valley of California. Patchy fog was observed from 12 UTC to 13 

UTC, and a well-defined, homogeneous fog layer was observed from 14 UTC to 17 UTC. 

The twenty-four hour period starting at 00 UTC on 21 January is simulated. As stated in 

chapter one, radiation fogs are quite common to the central valleys of California, and many 

automobile accidents are attributed to these fogs. This particular case was chosen because 

data from the event were collected as part of the California Regional Particulate Air Quality 

Study (CRP AQS). The goal of CRP AQS was to study organic matter found in radiation 

fogs; an overview of the CRPAQS field campaign can be found in Herckes et at. (2002). 

Observations for CRP AQS were taken close to the small agricultural town of Angiola, CA 

(35.95° N, 119.54° W), and thus this location will be the focus of our first simulation. We 

will now examine the synoptic and mesoscale features that led to this fog event and present 

observations that will allow us to better understand the event. 
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3.1a UPPER-AIR OBSERVATIONS 

Two important conditions necessary for the formation of fog are atmospheric stability 

and weak boundary-layer winds (Cotton and Anthes, 1989). Our main focus in examining 

these fields will be to determine whether the synoptic conditions will stabilize or destabilize 

the atmosphere over our area of concern, which can be visualized as the domain ofthe third 

grid of our simulation (centered on Angiola, CA for this case). At the 250-hPa constant-

pressure level (Fig. 3.1), we see an amplified high-pressure ridge at 00 UTC, the hour at 

which the simulation is started. Likewise, at 500-hPa (Fig. 3.2), a high-pressure ridge is 

present with its axis to the east of our area of interest. Both of these observations suggest a 

.. , . 
·:r:·;·:·:': 

Figure 3.1 2S0-hPa geopotential height (solid) / temperature (thick dashed) / potential temperature (thin dashed) 
field, 00 UTC 21 January 2001, provided by NCEP. 
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Figure 3.2 500-hPa geopotential height (solid) / temperature (dashed) field, 00 UTC 21 January 2001, provided 
by NCEP. 

stationary, high-amplitude blocking pattern that will keep the atmosphere stable and suppress 

non-boundary-1ayer cloud formation (Bluestein, 1993). The 850-hPA geopotentia1 height 

field (Fig. 3.3) further confirms the presence of an anticyclone aloft, with a height maximum 

located over Nevada. Overall, upper-air observations at the time of the model's initialization 

suggest that our area of concern will be under a high-pressure subsidence regime which 

should aid the formation of radiation fog by minimizing vertical mixing and suppressing 

cloud cover, thereby facilitating the long-wave radiative cooling that will generate fog. 

3.1h SURFACE OBSERVATIONS 

At 00 UTC, we observe a surface high-pressure system, centered over Idaho, 

dominating the weather over the entire western United States (Fig. 3.4a). A low-pressure 

system is observed in the eastern Pacific, off the California coast. However, the fact that the 
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Figure 3.3 Same as Figure 3.2, but at 850-hPa. 

system is already occluded, combined with the magnitude of the vertically-stacked 

anticyclone located over the continent, suggests that the low will not be strong enough to 

move the continental high and destabilize the region. A weak low is also shown in extreme 

southern California, though its proximity to the Pacific suggests that it is a shallow coastal 

front, and will likely dissipate within twelve hours (Bluestein, 1993). 

Indeed, at 06 UTC, the surface analysis shows the coastal front weakening, and the 

low-pressure system over the Pacific remaining virtually stationary (Fig. 3.4b). It 

appears that the blocking pattern identified in the upper-air observations will keep the 

atmosphere stable for at least 24 hours, which spans the temporal domain of our simulation. 

At 12 UTC (Fig. 3.4c), we see very little change in the synoptic features over California, and 

by 00 UTC on 22 January (Fig. 3.4d) our synoptic conditions are still almost identical to 
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Figure 3.4 Surface analyses, 00 UTC (a.), 06 UTC (b.), 12 UTC (c.) 21 January, and 00 UTC 22 January (d.) 
2001, provided by NCEP. 

those twelve hours prior. The atmospheric stability and weak winds necessary for fog are 

present throughout the time of concern. 

At this point, we will examine the mesoscale features of this event and how these 

features led to fog formation. The CRP AQS data only provide meteorological observations 

starting at 12 UTC, so observations from three nearby Automated Surface Observing System 

(ASOS) sites will be examined. Bakersfield, CA (KBFL: 35.43° N, 119.05°W) is located 

approximately 80 km southeast of Angiola. Hanford, CA (KHJO: 36.32° N, 119.63° W) 
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is located approximately 40 km north of Angiola. Porterville, CA (KPTV: 36.03° N, 

119.07° W) is located approximately 40 km northeast of Angiola. The location of each 

of these sites relative to Angiola can be seen in Figure 3.5. Observations from these 

locations, as well as CRPAQS data, when available, can be seen in Table 3.1. 

The dewpoint values throughout 21 January clearly show that there was no influx of 

moisture; radiative cooling was the dominant contributor to fog formation. Following sunset 
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Table 3.1 ASOS observations for 21 January 2001. Temperatures and dewpoints are in degrees Celsius; wind 
speeds are in meters per second. KBFL is Bakersfield, KPTV is Porterville, and KHJO is Hanford. Angiola data 
is from the CRPAQS field campaign. Continued on next page. 

(01:12 UTC), a steady radiative cooling is observed at each station until around 14:00 UTC, 
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with sunrise occurring at 15:05 UTC. While mesonet data are unavailable, the 15:00 

UTC surface analysis (Fig. 3.6) shows an observation of northwest winds at the north end 

of the San Joaquin Valley and an observation of southeast winds at the south end, 

suggesting the development of a valley drainage flow. Note also in Table 3.t that a 

decrease in dewpoint is observed at KHJO and KPTV. Both of these observations are 

consistent with the model of radiative valley fog developed by Pilie et al. (1975a). In the 
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Table 3.1 (continued) 
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Figure 3.5 MaJ of observations used in the 21 January case study. Black stars represent ASOS sites 
(labeled with their four-letter identifiers) and the white star represents Angiola, the site of the CRP AQS 
field study. 
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Figure 3.6 Surhce analysis, 15 UTC 21 January 2001, provided by NCEP. 
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model, radiative cooling leads to a downslope flow of cool, dense air into the valley. 

Dew deposition at the cool surface reduces surface dewpoints and generates a dewpoint 

inversion. Convergence of downslope winds forces the cooler air upward, If ading to 

saturation at mid-levels (50-200m AGL). The fog at mid-levels descends to the surface, 

due to continued cooling and turbulent mixing, in one-half to one hour. One observation 

that does not fit this model is the presence of overcast conditions at KHJO at 13 UTC. 

This observation will be examined in the next subsection, with the introduction of 

satellite observations. 

The fog observed at Angiola persists for two hours after sunrise. The persistence of 

radiative fog after sunrise is believed to result from the evaporation of dew at th~ surface 

(Pilic et al., 1975b). This evaporation also explains the observed increase in dewpoints at 

Angiola and KHJO after 15:00 UTC. Once all the surface dew evaporated, the :;urface 

heating destabilized the lower boundary layer, thereby dissipating the fog through vertical 

mixing. 

3.1c SATELLITE IMAGERY 

This study is interested in providing a spatial fog forecast. As such, spa'ial 

observations of our two fog events are of great interest. Due to the lack of mescnet data, the 

most effective means of observing the two-dimensional evolution of each event is through 

satellite observations. For this study, Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite 

(GOES) I-M-series data are used. For nocturnal observations, the 3.91lm albedc product is 

used, with the 0.651lm albedo product used after sunrise (Kidder et al., 2000). While 
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observed clouds may not always be fog, cross-referencing the GOES imagery with available 

ASOS surfacl~ data allows us to accurately identify fog. 

In the 3.91!m albedo product, fog and other low clouds are visible as bright white. 

Upper-air cold clouds create a "negative albedo," and as such appear black. At 11: 15 UTe 

(Fig. 3.7a), a small patch oflow cloud appears to be forming to the northwest of Angiola, but 

no low cloud:; are visible over Angiola. High clouds are also visible northwest of Angiola. 

These high clouds likely explain the observation of overcast and scattered conditions between 

13 and 16 UTe at KHJO, northwest of Angiola. At 12:15 UTe (Fig. 3.7b), when patchy fog 

was observed at Angiola, no low clouds are detected by the 3.91!m albedo product, 

suggesting the fog was localized. At 13: 15 UTe (Fig. 3.7c), when clear skies were again 

reported at Angiola, a small patch of fog appears to be developing just south of Angiola; a 

line offog may also be developing along the 1200 line oflongitude northwest of Angiola, 

though high douds obscure our observation. By 14: 15 UTe (Fig. 3.7 d), low clouds are 

clearly developed to the northwest of Angiola. Though high clouds obscure the observation 

of low cloud~, over Angiola, the surface observation of fog at this time suggests that the fog is 

developing from north to south, as hypothesized in the previous subsection. At 15: 15 UTe 

(Fig. 3.7e), fog can clearly be identified stretching north from Angiola. Unfortunately, at this 

point the sun is rising, and subsequent 0.651!m albedo product images are too obscured by 

high clouds to offer further observations of the fog event. However, the nocturna13.9l!m 

albedo images have captured the development of the fog and give us a general idea of the 

fog's spatial distribution, which will be useful in verifying our model results. 
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Figure 3.7 GOES-8 imagery, 3.9J.!m albedo products, for 11:15 UTC (a.), 12:15 UTC (b.), l3:15 UTC (c.), 
14:15 UTC (d.), and 15:15 UTC (e.), 21 January 2001. Low clouds, including fog, are displayed as bright 
white, while high clouds are black. The white line bisecting panel (e.) represents the switch from the 
3.9J.!m albedo product (left side of image) to the 0.65J.!m albedo product (right side of image) as the sun 
rose. Angiola, CA is marked with a white cross on all images. Images prepared by Stan Kidder/CIRA. 
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3.2 OBSERVATIONS POR 11 OCTOBER 2002 POG EVENT IN EASTERN 

WISCO~SIN 

Dense fog is common along Interstate-43, which runs along the western coast of Lake 

Michigan, between Milwaukee, WI and Green Bay, WI. The Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation estimated that fog, smog, and smoke contributed to over 1,000 crashes in 

2001 alone (Johnson, 2002). On the morning of 11 October 2002, dense fog on the interstate 

led to a 38-car accident in Sheboygan County, which took the lives often motorists. While, 

unlike our first case study, there was no field project taking detailed meteorological 

observations during the fog, there is an ASOS located in Sheboygan, WI (KSBM: 43.77°N, 

87.85° W). Fog was observed from 00 UTC to 15 UTC on 11 October at KSBM. Our 

second simulation is initialized at 18 UTC on 10 October and run for 24 hours. We will now 

examine the :)ynoptic and mesoscale features that led to this second fog event, and present 

observations that will allow us to better understand the event. 

3.2a UPPER-AIR OBSERVATIONS 

Compared to the 21 January California event, upper-air observations suggest the 

atmosphere over Wisconsin on 11 October was less stable. At the 250-hPa constant-pressure 

level (Fig. 3.8), one can see that Wisconsin is under the entrance region of the polar jet at 00 

UTC 11 October. However, by 12 UTC, the jet has propagated eastward and the flow has 

become much more zonal, suggesting increased stability as the day proceeded. Similarly, at 

500-hPa (Fig. 3.9), we see the development of split flow over the Great Lakes from 00 UTC 
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Figure 3.8 250-hPa geopotential height (solid) / temperature (thick dashed) / potential temperature (thin 
dashed) field, 00 UTC 11 October 2002, provided by NCEP. 

Figure 3.9 500-hPa geopotentia1 height (solid) / temperature (dashed) fields, for 00 UTC (a.) and 12 UTC 
(b.) 11 October 2002, provided by NCEP. 
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to 12 UTC, fUrther suggesting increasing stability on the north side of the split flow 

(Bluestein, 1993). At 850-hPa (Fig. 3.10), 00 UTC observations indicate that Wisconsin is in 

transitional phase between a high-pressure system that has moved over New England and a 

low-pressure system that is approaching from the west. However, the low does not reach our 

area of concern until 12 October. Unlike the 21 January fog event in California, the upper-air 

observations for the Wisconsin event do not suggest strong stability and subsidence; 

however, they do suggest that the atmosphere became more stable with time. The transitional 

nature of the upper-air flow is weak enough so as to not dominate the mesoscale and 

microscale features which wi1l1ead to the formation of fog. 

Figure 3.10 8S0-hPa geopotential height (solid) / temperature (dashed) field, 00 UTe 11 October 2002, 
provided by NCEP. 
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3.2h SURFACE OBSERVATIONS 

Six hours prior to the start of our simulation, at 12 UTe on 10 October (Fig. 3.11a), a 

low-pressure system is centered over northern Minnesota, with heavy rain being observed in 

the warm sector of the system. However, as the upper-level support weakens, so too does the 

surface cyclone. At 00 UTe (Fig. 3.11b), all that is left of the cyclone is a stationary 

front. By 03 UTe (Fig. 3.11c), most of the stationary front is no longer identifiable, and 

reports of fog can be seen all across the northern Great Lakes. At 12 UTe (Fig. 3.11d), 

widespread reports of fog persist across northern and eastern Wisconsin. At 18 UTe 

(Fig. 3.11e), winds across Wisconsin shift from east-southeast to south, and fog is no 

longer observed. 

With this background we will now observe the mesoscale and microscale features 

that led to this fog event. Hourly observations from KSBM can be found in Table 3.2. 

Unlike the 21 January event, the precipitation which preceded this event has left a relatively 

humid atmosphere. With sundown at 23: 18 UTe, the atmosphere quickly radiatively cooled 

to its dewpoint. This combined with the lack of wind led to a quick fog formation. 

After sundown, a steady decrease in dewpoint is observed. As in the 21 January 

event, this can be traced to surface dew deposition, and the subsequent increase in dewpoint 

after sunrise is partly the result of the dew's evaporation. The evaporation of ground moisture 

allows for the atmosphere to maintain saturation for several hours after the 11 :58 UTe 

sunrise. However, by 16 UTe, ground moisture has been evaporated, and an increased wind 

mixes the lower boundary layer, thus dissipating the fog. 
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KSBM i; 
~~_~ ____ ~ Temp Dewpt ~ ____ ~WinQs__ _ tc:::1oud 
18 UTC 10/10 n/a lnia n/a inla 

- ~- - -~-

19 n/a ~a nla nla 

~O!!La ~~a -~~aa --- --P;~a-~- ~ --~-~ 1 ~~-~--- ------- n/~:a'--·-----+~l!-'-'-i--~--- ill! hi 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

--

~3 13.3 11.1 2.1 !clear 
~O UTC 10111 11.7 10.6 2.6 !mist 
~i ~~--~~~ ~ ~~ 8.9 ~-------8.9---------~-- ~---- lfog - ~ ~i 
~2 7.8 7.810 !;og 
~1_ ~ ________ ~ 7.8 10 ___ Ir--'fo--'""g ____ ~ 
~4 7.2 7.2 10 'fog I 

~5 7.2 7.2 10 fog 
P6 7.2 7.2 10 fog 
~7 6.7 6.7 10 ifog 

~~ __ ~_~ __ ~:L_ ~:~ j~ ~ ___ ~~_~!_t __ ~_. ____ 1 

10 6.1 6.1 I? fog 
11 5.6 --2.:-L--~_-~---_f9_--------- ___ ~-----------j 
12 5.6 5.6 10 fog 
13 7.2 6.7 10 Ifog 
14 10.0 10.0 )0 fog 
15 13.9 13.3 13.6 prist 
16 17.2 11.1 13.6 clear 
17 19.4 9.4 ~.6 clear 
18 19.4 10.0 15.7 clear 

Table 3.2 ASOS observations for 10-11 October 2002, from KSBM (Sheboygan, WI). Temperatures and 
dewpoints are in degrees Celsius; wind speeds are in meters per second. 
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Figure 3.11 Surface analyses, 18 UTC 10 October (a.), 00 UTC (b.), 03 UTC (c.), 12 UTC (d.), and 18 
UTC 11 October 2002 (c.), provided by NCEP. 
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3.2c SATELLITE IMAGERY 

Once again, GOES data will be used to provide spatial observations of our fog event. 

At 00: 15 UTC on 11 October, widespread fog can be seen over northern Wisconsin (Fig. 

3.12a), though none is evident near Sheboygan. At 01:15 UTC (Fig. 3.12b), an isolated patch 

of condensate is observed stretching from Sheboygan eastward into Lake Michigan. As fog 

is observed by the Sheboygan ASOS at this time, it is likely that the visible patch of 

condensate is fog. At 02:15 UTe (Fig. 3.l2c), this patch appears to thicken. By 07:15 

UTe (Fig. 3 .12d), several changes are observed. The widespread fog over northern 

Wisconsin begins to dissipate. The fog extending over Lake Michigan from Sheboygan 

appears to have dissipated. And from Sheboygan northward, a patch of fog seems to be 

forming along the coast of Lake Michigan. 

The observation of fog along the Lake Michigan coast, but not further inland, 

suggests that the atmosphere near the coast is being modified by the lake. The three means 

by which the lake could modify the atmosphere and produce fog would be to advect cooler 

air, advect moisture, or decrease winds. As the lake temperature that day was approximately 

15°C near the Sheboygan coast, it is unlikely the daytime sea breeze contributed to the 

cooling of air near the lake. With ASOS data unavailable prior to 23 UTC on 10 October, we 

will now turn to data provided by the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) Coastal-Marine 

Automated Network (C-MAN) to examine the lake's effect on atmospheric moisture near 

Sheboygan. The NDBC has a C-MAN station located in Sheboygan on the Lake Michigan 

coast (station SGNW3; 43.75° N, 87.69° W). In Figure 3.13, we see that winds are onshore 

roughly from 15 UTC on 10 October until 01 UTC on 11 October. In Figure 3.14, an 

increase of over three degrees is observed in the dewpoint from 16 UTC to 23 UTe. By 
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Figure 3.12 GOES-8 imagery for 00:15 UTe (a.), 01:15 UTe (b.), 02:15 UTe (c.), 07:15 UTe (d.), 13:15 
UTe (e.), and 16:15 UTe (f.), 11 October 2002. Images (a.)-(d.) are 3.9~m albedo products for the 
nighttime observation oflow clouds, and images (e.)-(f.) are 0.65~m albedo products for visible 
observation oflow clouds. Low clouds are displayed as white and high clouds as black in the 3. 9~m 
albedo product. Sheboygan, WI is marked with a white cross on all images. Images prepared by Stan 
Kidder/CIRA. 
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comparison, the ASOS observations at Juneau, WI, located 80 km inland, only record a one

degree increase over the same time period. It seems that this influx oflake moisture helped 

increase dewpoints near the coast, thus requiring less radiative cooling to product~ fog near 

Lake Michigan than would be necessary further inland. 

While the influx of lake moisture may have aided fog formation near the :;oast, 

anothcr mechanism is necessary to explain why fog only occurred near the coast prior to 

sunrise. One may note in Figure 3.11 b that calm winds are observed on the shore of Lake 

Michigan at a station near Milwaukee, while a 2.6 m S-1 wind is observed due east of that 

station, in the middle of the lake. The synoptic circulation produces a east-southeast flow 

over most of eastern Wisconsin, yet Sheboygan reports calm winds throughout tb e duration 

of the fog event. This is likely due to the development of a land breeze which ca:lcels out the 

mean flow. With significant radiative cooling over land and a relatively warm la<e, it is 

common for an off-shore land breeze to develop, resulting from the pressure gradient that 

develops between the cooler, denser air over land and the warmer, less dense air t)ver the 

lake. However, the easterly synoptic wind cancels out the land breeze, and the result is no 

wind near the lake while winds are observed further inland. As Chapter 1 reportfd that a 

2 m S-1 wind is sufficient for mixing the lower boundary layer and preventing fog formation, 

this process explains the formation of fog along the coast while clear skies are observed 

further inland. 

An hour after sunrise, at 13: 15 UTC (Fig. 3 .12e), the fog along the coast: sIess 

visible, though surface observations suggest it is still present. Also observed by ~atcllite is a 

patch offog advecting over south-central Wisconsin, resulting from the solar-indlced 
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evaporation of surface moisture over low-lying agricultural lands. By 16: 15 UTC (Fig. 

3.l2f), the fog is no longer visible by satellite, and surface observations confirm the fog has 

dissipated. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MODEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 MODEL RESULTS OF 21 JANUARY FOG SIMULATION 

As previously stated, the fog event of21 January 2001 was simulated, using the 

RAMS@CSU model, from 00 UTC 21 January to 00 UTC 22 January. Analysis files 

were output every model hour. The simulation took approximately 12 hours using a 

cluster of eight dual-processor personal computers. Please note that model results will be 

assumed to be from the lowest level of the simulation's third grid unless specified. 

As fog is nothing more than a cloud at the ground level, the presence of fog will 

be determined by examining the cloud mixing ratio predicted by the model at the lowest 

level of grid three, which is 15.6m AGL. Hourly predicted values of cloud mixing ratio 

for the lowest level of grid three, along with wind fields, from 07 UTC until the end of 

the simulation can be seen in Figure 4.1. A non-zero cloud mixing ratio was not 

observed over Angiola, CA until 11 UTC. Predicted values of cloud mixing ratio at 

Angiola, CA are compared with observed mixing ratios from the CRP AQS study from 14 

to 17 UTC (the time period for which liquid water content data are available) in Figure 

4.2. 
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Figure 4.1 Model results for 07 UTC (a.), 08 UTC (b.), 09 UTC (c.), 10 UTC (d.), 11 UTC (e.), and 12 
UTC (f.), from the 21 January 2001 simulation. Cloud mixing ratio (g kg-l) is contoured with wind barbs 
(m S·l) overlayed. County borders are included, and Angiola marked with an "x." Figure is continued on 
next two pages. 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) Model results for 13 UTe (g.), 14 UTe (h.), 15 UTe (i.), 16 UTe (j.), 17 UTe 
(k.), and 18 UTe (I.). Figure is continued on next page. 
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Figure 4.1 (continued) Model results for 19 UTe (m.), 20 UTe (n.), 21 UTe (0.), 22 UTe (p.), and 23 
UTe (q.) 21 January, and 00 UTe 22 January 2001 (r.). 
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Figure 4.2 Model results (diamonds) and observations (squares) of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-I) at Angiola, 
eA, from 10 to 18 UTe, 21 January 2001. While cloud mixing ratio observations are not available prior to 
14 UTe, patchy fog was observed at 12 UTe. 

When comparing the results of the simulation with observations presented in 

Chapter 3, the model appears to have captured the main features of the fog event rather 

accurately. However, three significant errors are observed. The first error involves the 

temporal accuracy of the fog simulation over Angiola. According to CRP AQS 

observations, patchy fog is first observed at 12 UTC, with clear conditions reported at 13 

UTe. A homogeneous fog layer develops at 14 UTC, at which point cloud mixing ratios 

begin to be measured, and the fog dissipates at 17 UTC. Our simulation has fog first 

appearing over Angiola at 11 UTC (Fig. 4.1 c), and remaining until 16 UTe. The second 

error is with regards the mixing ratios observed in the fog. The maximum observed 

mixing ratio at the Angiola site was 0.276 g kg· l
, which is within the bounds of fog 

mixing ratios presented by Seinfeld and Pandis (1998), as mentioned in Chapter 1. 
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However, one can see in Figure 4.2 that the model only produces a maximum mixing 

ratio of 0.15 g kg-I. The third error noted concerns the presence of fog near the edge of 

the valley. Along the southern and eastern boundaries of the valley, which coincide with 

the southern and eastern boundaries of grid three, mixing ratios of up to 0.8 g kg-1 are 

simulated in the early stages of the fog's formation (Fig. 4.1e). At first glance, these three 

errors would lead one to question whether the real-time forecast model has a 

microphysical package capable of providing an accurate, three-dimensional fog forecast. 

In the next section, evidence will be presented which suggests that the model indeed 

handled the microphysics of the fog event quite well. 

4.2 ANALYSIS or RESULTS OF 21 JANUARY FOG SIMULATION 

A model of radiative valley fog published by Pilie et at. (1975a, 1975b), 

henceforth referred to as the Pilie model, was presented in Section 3.1. Comparisons to 

observations from 21 January suggest that this theoretical model accurately represents the 

fog event observed over Angiola, CA. The simulation of the 21 January event will be 

examined to see if significant characteristics identified by the Pilie model can be found in 

the numerical simulation's results. As an understanding of the local topography is 

essential to applying the Pilie model to our simulation, the topography used by the model 

for the second and third grids is depicted in Figure 4.3. 

The first characteristic observed in the Pilie model is the development of a valley 

drainage flow. Observations at the north and south ends of the San Joaquin Valley 
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Figure 4.3 Topography (m AGL) used in the 21 January simulation. Panel (a.) depicts a planar view of 
the topography of grid 2, with the topography of an east-west cross-section through Angiola shown in panel 
(b.). Panels (c.) and (d.) are the same as (a.) and (b.), only for grid three. The box in (a.) represents the 
domain of grid three, and the "x" in panel (c.) marks Angiola, CA. 

indicated a down-valley flow toward the center of the valley. Similarly, results from the 

third grid of the model simulation show a south-southeast wind which flows from the 

south end of the valley toward the center (Fig. 4.1). While the second and third grids do 

not cover the north end of the valley, the lowest level of the first grid (50m AGL) shows 

the development of a northeasterly drainage flow near Red Bluff, CA (Fig. 4.4), which is 

located on the north end of the valley with mountains running southeast to northwest. 
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Figure 4.4 Wind direction (degrees from true north), as simulated in the lowest level of grid one (50m 
AGL), from 00 UTe 21 January to 00 UTe 22 January 2002, near Red Bluff, eA. The location ofthe 
wind observation is marked by the star in the inserted panel, in which the topography of grid one is 
contoured every 300m AGL. 

What is somewhat curious is that weak upslope winds are observed at the eastern 

boundary of the valley, rather than the expected downslope drainage flow. 

Unfortunately, no surface observations of wind direction are available at the east or west 

boundaries of the valley. However, one can conclude that, with observed winds into the 

valley at the north and south ends, and a stable atmosphere suppressing significant 

vertical motion, a weak upslope wind developed by conservation of mass. Regardless of 
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the mechanism for this wind, the circulation simulated by the model is consistent with 

observations during that time. 

The second phenomenon offered by the Pilie model is the development of a 

dewpoint inversion. In Figure 4.5, east-west dewpoint cross-sections through Angiola, 

CA show the development of a dewpoint inversion from 08 to 11 UTC. The presence of 

a dewpoint inversion indicates that the model is accurately simulating the microphysics 

involved in the fog's formation. Particularly, the process of dew deposition at the surface 

(the primary mechanism by which the dewpoint inversion develops) seems to be handled 

well by the model. An examination of dewpoints over Angiola at the model's lowest 

level (Fig. 4.6) confirms that dew deposition is being accurately simulated by the model, 

as Pilie et ai. (1975a) wrote that one should observe a decrease in dewpoint after fog 

formation that can be attributed to dew deposition. 

One aspect of the Pili6 model not handled properly by the model is the evaporation 

of dew after sunrise, which increases the dewpoint and allows fog to persist several hours 

after sunrise. One notes in Figure 4.6 that the dewpoint does not increase immediately 

after 15 UTC, as observed in Table 3.1. It is this lack of dew evaporation that explains 

the fact that the model dissipates the fog two hours earlier than observed. 

While the timing of the formation and dissipation of fog is offby two hours, the 

vertical structure of the fog is consistent with the Pilie model. The Pilie model suggests 

that fog initially forms around 100 to 150m AGL. At 11 UTC (Fig. 4.7a), an east-west 

cross-section of cloud mixing ratio through Angiola, CA shows highest values just above 

100m AGL. As the previous hour's analysis shows a cloud mixing ratio of zero 
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Figure 4.5 East-west cross-sections of dewpoint values (degrees C) from 0 to 500m AGL, through 
Angiola, eA, from the 21 January simulation. Times depicted are 08 UTe (a.), 09 UTe (b.), 10 UTe (c.), 
11 UTe (d.), 12 UTe (e.), and 13 UTe (f.). 
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level of the 21 January simulation. Values span from 00 UTC 21 January to 00 UTC 22 January. 
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Figure 4.7 East-west cross-sections of cloud mixing ratios (g kg-I) from 0 to 500m AGL, tlrrough Angiola, 
eA, from the 21 January simulation. Depicted are the first four hours offog, 11 UTe (a.), 12 UTe (b.), 13 
UTe (c.), and 14 UTe (d.). 

throughout the domain, one can conclude that the fog initially developed at the level of 

highest mixing ratios and subsequently mixed down. The Pili6 model also suggests that 

the fog first dissipates at the lowest levels (once dew evaporation can no longer maintain 

saturation at the surface), and subsequently lifts. In Figure 4.8, such a process is 

observed, with no fog present at the surface at 19 UTe (Fig. 4.8d) while mixing ratios 

over 0.15 g kg-' were observed near 250m AGL. When examining the cross-sections, 
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Figure 4.8 Same as figure 4.7, but for the last four hours in which fog was simulated, 16 UTC (a.), 17 
UTC (b.), 18 UTC (c.), and 19 UTC (d.). 

one should consider the local topography (Fig. 4.3d), which explains the somewhat 

anomalous observations on the eastern portion of the cross-sections. 

While the model appears to have simulated the microphysical characteristics of the 

case well, as seen in comparing the micrometeorology of the simulation with 

observations, the errors identified in the beginning of this chapter must still be addressed. 

The first error (slight inaccuracies in the timing of the simulation) has already been partly 

explained by our previous discussion of dew evaporation. The model's inability to 
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evaporate enough ground moisture led to the premature dissipation of the fog due to lack 

of surface-level moisture. The lack of evaporation could also be the result of initial soil 

moisture valles that are too low or errors in the soil type itself, as the model is initialized 

with a homogeneous soil type which is not applicable for the entire valley. As far as the 

formation of fog is concerned, its early formation is likely due to slight inaccuracies in 

the model's] adiative cooling. Also contributing to premature cooling may be the (j'z 

coordinate s:rstem used by the RAMS@CSU model. The coordinate system has been 

shown to ha're problems calculating horizontal diffusions, and one such variable 

particularly i,usceptible to such a problem is temperature diffusion. Zangl (2002) 

showed that the (j'z coordinate system tends to cool the air in valleys, which would lead 

to the simulc tion of fog earlier than observed. 

The se(;ond error to be addressed is the unusually high cloud mixing ratios near 

areas of significantly steep topography. Again, the (j'z coordinate system used by the 

model gives us reason for concern. In operational use, the coordinate system has had 

difficulty ha:ldling boundary-layer processes in areas of steep terrain. Such problems are 

often observ ~d in areas of ascent, such as the eastern boundary of grid three, as discussed 

earlier in thiB section. Pielke (2001) identified enhanced cooling in areas of ascent in the 

(j'z coordinatt! system, and such cooling would contribute to decreased saturation mixing 

ratios and, subsequently, higher liquid water contents. A second process specific to the 

(j'z coordinatt! system also contributes to increased mixing ratios. Like temperature 

diffusion, th(: (j'z coordinate system also has problems with the horizontal diffusion of 

water vapor nixing ratios. Calculating the diffusion of water vapor mixing ratios along 
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the sigma surface has been shown to dry the air in valleys and moisten the at nosphere 

above mountains (Zangl, 2002). Such a process is consistent with our model results, both 

above the mountains and at the edges of the valley. This process also accourts for our 

third error, that of mixing ratios nearly 50% lower than those observed over Angiola. 

Also contributing to the low mixing ratios in the valley is the fact that the hi! ;her 

simulated mixing ratios along the southern boundary of the valley led to sma 11 amounts of 

precipitation, thereby reducing the available moisture upwind of the fog evert. 

4.3 MODEL RESULTS OF 11 OCTOBER FOG SIMULATION 

The fog event of 11 October 2002 was simulated, using the RAMS@CSU model, 

from 18 UTe 10 October to 18 UTe 11 October. Analysis files were output every model 

hour. The simulation took approximately 12 hours using a cluster of eight dual-processor 

personal computers. Please note that, as in the previous sections of this chapter, model 

results will be assumed to be from the lowest level of the simulation's third grid unless 

specified. 

Again, the presence of fog will be determined by examining the cloud mixing 

ratio predicted by the model at the lowest level of grid three, which is 15.6m AGL. 

Hourly predicted values of cloud mixing ratio for the lowest level of grid thrl~e, along 

with wind fields, from 01 UTe 11 October until the end of the simulation cn be seen in 

Figure 4.9. A non-zero cloud mixing ratio was not observed in grid three un:il 05 UTe, 

with a non-zero cloud mixing ratio first simulated over Sheboygan, WI at 12 UTe. The 
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MODEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

simulated fog dissipates at 16 UTC. As the satellite imagery presented in Chlpter 3 

suggests that a rather uniform cloud bank should be found over the inland do: nain of grid 

three, the first discrepancy noticed between observations and the simulation H~sultS is the 

patchy nature of the simulated fog. The simulated fog over Sheboygan only: asts for 

three hours and never reaches a mixing ratio greater than 0.0025 g kg-I, while- the 

simulated fog over Kewaskum, WI (43.53°N, 88.25°W, located approx. 50 kn southwest 

of Sheboygan) persists from 05 UTC until 15 UTC, with mixing ratios approlching 0.25 

g kg-1 (a mixing ratio time series for Kewaskum, WI, along with a map showng 

Kewaskum's location in grid three, can be found in Figure 4.10). These resul ts lead one 

to qucstion why such a discrepancy occurs in our simulation. In our analysis, this 

question will be answered, and again the microphysical package used in the 

RAMS@CSU model will be shown to be quite capable of simulating fog. 

4.4 ANALYSIS OF MODEL RESULTS OF 11 OCTOBER FOG SIMULATION 

If one examines the results at Kewaskum, WI, the model appears to h.lve handled 

the fog event rather well. The onset of fog was four hours late, but the dissipation was 

simulated the same hour as observed. On the other hand, the results at Shebcygan, WI 

suggest the model missed the event altogether. In order to understand the res ults of the 

simulation, one must first address this discrepancy. In Figure 4.11, temperatllres, 

dewpoints, and mean wind speeds are shown for both Kewaskum and Shebo: 'gan. A 

similar trcnd in each value is found for both locations. However, two import mt 
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Figure 4.10 M )del results of cloud mixing ratio (g kg'l) over Kewaskum, WI from 18 UTC 10 October to 
18 UTC 11 Oct )ber 2002. Kewaskum is marked with the encircled white star on the inset topographical 
map; Sheboyga 1, WI is marked with the black star. 
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Kewaskum, WI (43.53 N, 88.25 W) Sheboygan, WI (43.77 1'-, 87.85 W) 
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Figure 4.11 Model results of temperatures (solid) and dewpoints (dashed) (degrees C) over Kewaskum, 
WI (a.) and Sheboygan, WI (b.), as well as mean wind speeds (m S·l) for Kewaskum (c.) and Sheboygan 
(d.), are depicted. 

distinctions are found. First, saturation is reached by 05 UTC at Kewaskum while 

saturation is never achieved at Sheboygan. The second distinction explains 1he first, and 

that can be found in the wind field. From 03 UTC to 13 UTC, the winds at Kewaskum 

remain steady at 1.5 m S·I. One might recall that, in Chapter 1, a wind speed of 2 m S·1 is 

referenced as the minimum speed at which sufficient mixing is induced to dissipate fog. 

Over the same time period, wind speeds of 2 m S·1 are simulated at Sheboygan. It 

appears that the 2 m S·1 wind speed over Sheboygan was strong enough to mix the 
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boundary la~{er such that saturation was never achieved, while the 1.5 m S-l wind speed 

over Kewaskum was insufficient, and allowed for saturation and the subsequent 

formation of fog. Note that Table 3.2 showed that no winds at all were observed 

throughout the duration of the fog event. 

If varying wind speeds account for the discrepancy in the fog simulation over grid 

three, then the next question one must answer is why there is a discrepancy in wind 

speed. One may recall that, in the previous chapter, land breeze dynamics are identified 

as canceling out the mean easterly winds near the coast. It appears that, in our 

simulation, 1his mechanism did not develop adequately over parts of the domain. One 

explanation for this observation is that the model inaccurately simulated radiative cooling 

after sundown (in Figure 4.11 b, one can see a temperature of 13. 7°C simulated by the 

model at 01 UTC, when observations report a temperature of8.9°C). Inadequate cooling 

over land w<:akens the pressure gradient between the land and the water, and thus reduces 

the strength of the land breeze. Note that weaker easterly winds are reported at 

Kewaskum, where stronger cooling is simulated. It is also possible that the model simply 

simulated stronger synoptic winds than observed near the lake, and that the winds mixed 

down warmer air from the low-level inversion. Unfortunately, sounding data are not 

available for the area, and as such the model's vertical profile cannot be compared to 

observatiom to verify this theory. 

With stronger cooling over Kewaskum, the model appears to have more 

accurately simulated the fog event at that location than it did over Sheboygan. As such, 

we will examine the fog simulated over Kewaskum to determine how well the 
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microphysics of the model handled this fog event. In Figure 4.12, we examir.e east-west 

cross-sections of dewpoints through Kewaskum. As in the 21 January case, we see a 

slight dewpoint inversion prior to the fog's formation (Fig. 4.12b). Unlike the 21 January 

case, the dewpoint inversion only reaches up to the first 50m AGL. This is b<~cause the 

flow is unidirectional, unlike the convergent valley flow seen in the previous case. The 

lack of convergence prevents the cool, dry air from being forced upward and deepening 

the inversion, as described in the Pilie model. However, the presence of a de-vvpoint 

inversion, along with the steady decrease in dewpoint found in Figure 4.11 a, suggests the 

model has once again sufficiently handled dew deposition. 

In Figure 4.13, simulated cloud mixing ratios during the fog's formati,)n are 

depicted. Here an important distinction from the previous simulation can be found. 

Unlike the 21 January simulation, the highest mixing ratio values are found at the surface, 

suggesting that the fog formed at the surface, rather than aloft. This too can be attributed 

to the lack of a convergent flow. While a slight dewpoint inversion is presen:, the 

strongest radiative cooling still takes place at the surface, and thus the fog forms from the 

surface upward. Note that the fog top extends only to the top of the dewpoin: inversion. 

The results suggest that the model has again accurately simulated the microphysical 

properties involved in fog's formation and dissipation. 

One error not observed in this simulation is the timing of the fog's dis,ipation. 

Unlike the 21 January fog event over Angiola, CA, the mode simulated the fog's 

dissipation the same hour as observed. At first glance, this seems to suggest -:hat the 

model accurately handled the evaporation of dew in this case, while failing te· accurately 
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Figure 4.12 E~st-west cross-sections of dewpoint values (degrees C) from 0 to 500m AGL, through 
Kewaskum, WI, from the 11 October 2002 simulation. Times depicted are 03 UTe (a.), 04 UTe (b.), 05 
UTe (c.), 06 UTe (d.), 07 UTe (e.), and 08 UTe (f.). 
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Figure 4.13 East-west cross-sections of cloud mixing ratios (g kg,I) through Kewaskum, WI, from 0 to 
500m AGL, from the 11 October 2002 simulation. Depicted are the first four hours of fog, 05 UTe (a.), 06 
UTe (b.), 07 UTe (c.), and 08 UTe (d} 

simulate the evaporation of dew in the 21 January case. However, it is more likely that 

the discrepancy in the two simulations is explained by moisture found in the soil itself 

The LEAF-2 vegetation model maintains a separate reservoir for holding moisture 

deposited on surface vegetation. The capacity of this reservoir is 0.22 kg of water per 

square meter of vegetation surface. Once this reservoir is full, further moisture 

deposition is run off onto the soil. Unlike the 21 January case, the 11 Octob;)r case was 
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preceded by :,ignificant precipitation which left the ground rather moist. The increased 

dewpoints after sunrise, and the subsequent persistence of fog for two more hours, is 

more likely explained by the evaporation of ground moisture than by that of dew. 

The 11 October fog event over Sheboygan, WI was clearly not simulated with the 

accuracy that the 21 January fog event over Angiola, CA was. However, the model's 

shortcomings did not lie in the microphysics. The lack of fog, or its delayed formation, 

can clearly be traced to errors in the wind field. This underscores the necessity of a 

model to accurately predict basic meteorological fields in order to yield an accurate fog 

forecast. However, all other aspects of the fog event appear to have been simulated with 

remarkable accuracy. When wind fields permitted, fog not only formed in our 

simulation, but it formed with a vertical structure consistent with published studies. The 

simulation also dissipated the fog at the same hour as observed. While the results leave 

much room br improvement, the model product would still prove useful to a forecaster, 

despite the model's inability to accurately simulate the land-lake interaction. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

5.1 OVERVIEW OF SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

In this chapter, the model's sensitivity to changes in the horizontal re:;olution of 

initialization data, the number of nested vertical levels in the lower boundary layer, and 

changes in soil data will be examined by running several additional simulations with 

slight modifications to our original simulations. Doing so provides several benefits to 

scientists interested in developing numerical fog forecasts. First, examining model 

results under varying initial conditions allows a forecaster to identify the model's 

vulnerabilities, and to better determine the certainty of a forecast. Second, certain 

modifications to the model code decrease the computational efficiency of the model. 

Sensitivity studies allow one to achieve a balance between computational efnciency and 

model accuracy. Third, we have already seen that the numerical simulation I)f fog is 

highly dependent on an accurate simulation of the mesoscale and synoptic features 

accompanying the event. Sensitivity studies can give those interested in simulating fog 

with other mesoscale models an idea of the degree of accuracy required of a model if one 

wishes to produce an accurate simulation. While many different variables have an effect 
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on the simulc.tion of fog, the author of this study has chosen to examine three variables 

for which a modeler has several options from which to choose. 

5.2 VARIATIONS IN HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION OF INITIALIZATION DATA 

As 10:lg as scientists have been interested in numerically modeling the 

atmosphere, there has been a desire for higher resolution initialization data. Often the 

modeler has no choice in the matter. The military application of an accurate fog forecast 

has already been discussed, but areas of interest such as the Middle East are virtually 

devoid of data. Within a vertical level, initialization data with a horizontal resolution of 

40 km, as used in this study, provide between nine and sixteen initialization data points 

for the third grid of our model, which is comprised of 3844 grid points. If initialization 

data with a horizontal resolution of 80 km are used, the number of initialization data 

points in a vertical level is reduced to between one and four. Because the 21 January 

2001 simulation over Angiola, CA represents a more accurate simulation, the simulation 

will now be Iepeated just as presented in Chapter 4, only with EDAS gridded analyses of 

80-km horizontal resolution used for initialization. The 80-km EDAS gridded analyses 

are in the same format as the 40-km EDAS data, and are produced in the same manner, as 

described in Chapter 2. 

The model initialized with 80-km EDAS data failed to simulate fog over any 

point on the third grid. Clearly this suggests that a horizontal resolution of 80 km is 

simply too coarse for initializing the simulation of a fine-scale event such as fog. 
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However, it is important to identify exactly why the 80-km initialization faikd to 

simulate fog. In Figure 5.1, we see temperatures and dewpoints simulated over Angiola, 

CA, for both the simulation initialized with 80-km data and the simulation initialized with 

40-km data. In the 80-km run, the initial temperature over Angiola was thfei~ degrees 

higher than the initial temperature in the 40-km run, and the initial dewpoint was two 

degrees lower. This difference was enough to keep saturation from occurring, and thus 

fog was never formed. In Figure 5.2, we see that the wind fields were quite similar in 

both runs. However, the nature of fog is such that temperature, dewpoint, and wind fields 

all have to be simulated accurately if the model is to simulate the fog itself. The use of 

80-km initialization data simply allows for a larger error in the initialization fields than is 

allowed for an accurate fog simulation. This is particularly true of localized fog events, 

such as valley fogs. While higher-resolution initialization data were unavailable for this 

study, one would suspect even better results when the model is initialized with data 

a. 

., 
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5,' ., .., 

sensitivity results, temp / dewpoint 
80-km initialization 
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Figure 5.1 Model temperatures (solid) and dewpoints (dashed) (degrees C) over Angiola, CA, from a 
simulation of the 21 January fog event initialized with 80-km EDAS data (a.), in which fog was not 
simulated, and the control simulation initialized with 40-km data (b.), in which fog was simulated. 
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sensitivity test results -- horiz. resolution 
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Figure 5.2 Thf left-hand side of the figure shows results of cloud mixing ratio (g kg·1
) and wind speed 

(m S·I) from the simulation of the 21 January fog event initialized with 80-km EDAS data, for 08 UTe (a.), 
10 UTe (c.), and 12 UTe (e.). The right-hand side of the figure is the same, but for the control simulation 
initialized with 40-km EDAS data, for 08 UTe (b.), 10 UTe (d.), and 12 UTe (£). 
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exceeding 40 krn in resolution. However, it seems that 40-krn initialization data will 

generally provide an initialization adequate enough to simulate fog, while 80-krn 

initialization data may produce too large an error to simulate fogs on a horizontal scale of 

100 km or less. 

5.3 VARIATIONS IN THE NESTING OF VERTICAL GRID LEVELS 

One significant modification made to the operational RAMS@CSU mesoscale 

forecast model for this study was the addition of nested vertical levels in the lower 

boundary layer in the model's third grid. The purpose of this modification was two-fold. 

First, additional vertical levels allow for a lowest vertical level of 15.6m AGL instead of 

50m AGL. As some fog never reaches above SOm AGL, this is quite important for an 

accurate fog forecast. Second, additional vertical levels allows the model to better 

resolve boundary-layer processes that are essential to the simulation of fog. However, 

adding additional vertical levels to the model's third grid reduces the compu1ational 

efficiency of the model, which can make real-time forecasting unfeasible wi":hout state

of-the-art computer resources. Again, because the case represented a more (1 ccurate 

simulation, the 21 January fog event over Angiola, CA will be used for our ~ensitivity 

simulations. Our first simulation, hereby referred to as NestNull, will be rur without any 

vertical nesting in the third grid. Our second simulation, hereby referred to as NestTen, 

will be run with ten additional vertical levels nested into the third grid. The~e results will 
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be compared to our control run, with three additional vertical levels as described in 

Chapter 2. A comparison of the vertical levels in the lower boundary layer used for each 

test run, as well as the control run, can be found in Figure 5.3. 

The resulting values for cloud mixing ratio 50m AGL at Angiola, CA, for each of 

our sensitivity runs and the control run, can be found in Figure 5.4. While there is a 

slight discrepancy between the control run and the NestTen run, the significant 

discrepancy:s found in the NestNull run. Clearly the addition of nested vertical levels in 

the third grid of our model contributes substantially to the accuracy of our simulation. 

However, the mechanism by which additional vertical levels reduce the cloud mixing 

ratio of our simulated fog is not initially clear. In order to identify this mechanism, we 
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Figure 5.3 Vertical levels in the lower boundary layer used by the model for each sensitivity run and for 
the control run. 
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sensitivity study results -- vertical nesting 
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Figure 5.4 Model results of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-I) over Angiola, CA at 50m AGL for lwo sensitivity 
simulations and the control run. Results from the NestTen simulation, with ten nested vertical levels, are 
represented by the short-dashed line. Results from the NestNull simulation, with no nested vertical levels, 
are represented by the long-dashed line. The control simulation is represented by the solid line. 

must first examine the spatial characteristics of our simulated fog for each run. In Figure 

5.5, the cloud mixing ratio at 50m AGL ovcr the third grid is shown at 09 UTC and 10 

UTC for each of our simulations. Very little difference is noted bctwcen the control run 

and the NcstTen run. However, we again note a large discrepancy between 1he runs with 

nested vertical levels and the NestNull run. If one examines the fog at the southern 

boundary of the third grid, there is little difference between any of the three :-uns. 
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sensitivit¥ test results -- vertical nesting 

cloud mixing ratio (g/kg) 
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Figure 5.5 Model results of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-I) and mean wind speed (m S-I) for grid three at 50m 
AGL. Panels (a.) and (b.) are from 09 and 10 UTe from the NestNull simulation, (c.) and (d.) are from 09 
and 10 UTe frcm the control run, and (e.) and (f.) are from 09 and 10 UTe from the NestTen simulation. 
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However, in the NestNull run, a second patch of fog with mixing ratios twice those 

suggested by Seinfeld and Pandis (1998) develops in the southeast portion o:'the third 

grid. It is this patch of fog that is responsible for mixing ratios significantly higher than 

observed over Angiola in the NestNull run. 

This conclusion leads one to subsequently ask why this patch of fog forms, and 

why its mixing ratio values are so high. The answer to this question can be found by 

examining upward vertical velocities produced in each simulation (Fig. 5.6). One can see 

that the NestNull simulation produced upward vertical velocities nearly an o~der of 

magnitude greater than those produced by the NestTen run along the eastern boundary of 

the valley. While the exact mechanism of this error is unknown, the simulation's 

insufficient vertical resolution likely prevented the model from accurately simulating the 

circulation in the lower boundary layer. One may recall that, in the previous chapter, it 

was noted that the O"z coordinate system tends to simulate higher-than-observed liquid 

water contents in areas of ascent. These results are consistent with such an evaluation. It 

appears that vertical levels of resolution greater than 50m are necessary in the lower 

boundary layer for the model to accurately simulate vertical winds near the surface. 

Fortunately, it appears that three additional levels are adequate for simulating fog, even in 

complex terrain. Further nesting of vertical levels offer no noticeable imprevement in 

the fog simulation. 
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sensitivit;y test results -- vertical nesting 
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Figure 5.6 Sane as Figure 5.5, but contours are of upward vertical velocities (m S·l). 
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5.4 VARIATIONS IN SOIL MOISTURE 

Another modification made to the RAMS@CSU real-time mesoscale forecast 

model was the ingestion of soil moisture and temperature data. Because moisture sources 

and sinks that are often ignored in mesoscale models become first-order SOUIces and 

fog. However, many mesoscale models use homogeneous values for soil me isture, 

particularly when operating in real-time. As such, the model's sensitivity to ,oil moisture 

will be examined in three sensitivity simulations. The first sensitivity run, hereby 

referred to as SoilDry, uses a homogeneous volumetric soil moisture value of 

0.10 m3 m-3
. The second sensitivity run, hereby referred to as SoilWet, is initialized with 

a homogeneous volumetric soil moisture value of 0.45 m3 m-3
. The third run, hereby 

referred to as SoilSplit, is run with a volumetric soil moisture value of 0.1 0 [13 m-3 on the 

southern half of the grid three domain and a value of 0.45 m3 m-3 on the northern half of 

the grid three domain; a sinusoidal gradient of 1 O-km width provides contimity between 

the two regions. Volumetric soil moisture values for grid three along the 88(' W line of 

longitude, for each of the sensitivity runs and the control run, can be found ill Figure 5.7. 

The results of each sensitivity simulation, as well as the control run, Jor 09 UTC 

are shown in Figure 5.8. One immediately notices that two distinct patches of fog 

develop. The patch to the south, near Kewaskum, WI, has already been identified in 

Chapter 4. Another patch of fog develops in the northwest quadrant of grid 1 hree. This 

patch, simulated in all three sensitivity runs as well as the control run, is ncar Chilton, 

WI, and will henceforth be referred to as the Chilton patch. As one might ex pect, the 
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C 'oss- section of soil moisture along 88 0 W longitude 
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Figure 5.7 Volumetric soil moisture values (m3 m-3
) along the 88°W line oflongitude, from 43.4°N 

latitude to 44.3 'N latitude, for each soil sensitivity simulation, as well as the control run which used EDAS 
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sensitivity test results -- soil moisture 
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Figure 5.8 Model results of cloud mixing ratio (g kg-I) and mean wind speed (m S·I) at 09lJTC for each of 
the three sensitivity runs and the control run. Panel (a.) is the SoilDry run, (b.) is the SoilW ~t run, (c.) is 
the Soil Split run (with the upper half ofthe domain wet and the lower half dry), and (d.) is t Ie control run 
(using EDAS soil moisture values). 
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Kewaskum patch only develops in the SoilWet run and the control run, as these are the 

two runs in which the southern half of the domain contains moist soil. The Chilton patch 

also develops in the three runs where its soil is relatively moist. However, the Chilton 

patch likewi:ie develops in the run with dry soil throughout the domain. If we look six 

hours later (Fig. 5.9), the Chilton patch is still observed in all three sensitivity 

simulations. In the control run, however, the Chilton patch has dissipated. On the whole, 

it seems that the SoilDry and SoilSplit runs have produced one result (the development of 

the Chilton patch but not the Kewaskum patch), while the SoilWet and control runs have 

produced another (the development of both the Chilton and Kewaskum patches). 

In order to better understand these model results, cloud mixing ratio, temperature, 

and dewpoirt values over Chilton and Kewaskum, for the duration of each simulation, 

are illustrate 1 in Figure 5.10. One notices that, over Chilton, no obvious distinction 

exists betwel~n the meteorological values produced by each run. However, the results 

over Kewaskum can clearly be divided into two groups: the values for the SoilWet and 

control runs are almost identical, as are the results for the SoilDry and SoilSplit runs. 

The results (,ver Kewaskum suggest that the simulation of fog can be quite sensitive to 

soil moisture: values. Specifically, Figures 5.10e and 5.l0fshow that soil moisture has a 

significant e :Iect on surface dewpoints. However, in the results over Chilton, we see that 

soil moisture, despite its effect on dewpoint, does not always suppress the fog. The soil 

near Chilton was relatively moist in each run except the SoilDry run, yet fog formed even 

in the SoilD1Y simulation. Figure 5.l0e shows that, while the soil conditions clearly 
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sensitivity test results -- soil moisture 

cloud mixing ratio (g/kg) winds (m/s) 
SoilDry SoilWet 

SoilSplit Control 

Figure 5.9 Same as Figure 5.8, but at 15 UTe. 
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sensitivity test results soil moisture 
cloud mixing ratio -- Chilton, WI cloud mixing ratio -- Kewaskum, WI 
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Figure 5.10 The left-hand side of this figure represents cloud mixing ratio (g kg'l) (a.), temperature 
(degrees C) (c.), and dewpoint (degrees C) (e.) values simulated over Chilton, WI, in each soil sensitivity 
run and the control run. The right-hand side represents cloud mixing ratio (b.), temperature (d.), and 
dewpoint (f.) values simulated over Kewaskum, WI, for each soil sensitivity run and the control run. 
SoilDry simulation values are represented by a short-dashed line with white circles. SoilWet simulation 
values are represented by a long-dashed line with black circles. SoilSplit simulation values are represented 
by a short-lang-dashed line with white squares. The control simulation is represented by a solid line with 
black squares. 
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lowered dewpoints when compared to the other runs, saturation was still met by 06 UTe. 

It appears the explanation for this observation is that dew deposition lowered dewpoint 

values in the other three runs, while dewpoints in the SoilDry rose due to advection of 

moist air from Lake Michigan. At 02 UTC, the dewpoint in the SoilDry run reached a 

level where deposition processes began, and after that point the dewpoint profile was 

quite similar to the other three runs. It seems merely coincidental that dew deposition in 

the SoilDry run began when the dewpoint was near the same value as the other three 

runs. Over Kewaskum (Fig. 5.lO±), we see a similar pattern in the dewpoint from the 

SoilDry run and the SoilSplit run (recalling that the two runs have the same soil 

characteristics at Kewaskum). However, in the Kewaskum case, the dewpoints in the 

SoilDry and SoilSplit runs are still two degrees lower than the other runs when dew 

deposition begins. As such, the dewpoint never reaches a level adequate for saturation, 

and fog does not form. In the end, the Kewaskum patch was much more sensitive to the 

soil moisture than the Chilton patch was. The SoilDry run had two unique occurrences 

that allowed fog to form at Chilton. First, as previously mentioned, dew deposition did 

not begin until it reached the same dewpoint as simulated in the other runs. Second, there 

was moisture advection to increase the dewpoint in the first place. It seems likely that the 

majority of fog simulations would not have the benefit of both these occurrences, and as 

such most simulations will be quite sensitive to soil moisture, as was the case over 

Kewaskum. 

One other curious observation is made from our sensitivity study. The cloud 

mixing ratios in Figure 5.10 show similar behavior for each case in which fog is 
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simulated except for the control simulation over Chilton. The control run over Chilton is 

the only time we see a significant change in a fog's formation or dissipation. As the soil 

moisture content at Chilton for the control is between that of the SoilDry run and SoilWet 

run, such a result is unexpected. The mechanism for the early dissipation can be found in 

the wind speeds simulated over Chilton (Fig. 5.11). The fog's premature dissipation in 

the control run is actually the result of an increased wind field, rather than a lack of 

adequate soil moisture. One notes that, again in Figure 5.11, it seems that 2 m S-1 is the 

threshold between fog and no fog. It is important to recognize that this result suggests 

that variations in soil moisture may have secondary effects on variables such as 

horizontal winds that can significantly alter the fog simulation. On the whole, the 

sensitivity study suggests that representative soil moisture values should be integrated 

into the third grid of the model for improved accuracy in the numerical simulation of fog. 
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sensitivity results -- SoilWet vs. Control 
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Figure 5.11 Model results of mean wind speed values (m S·I) over Chilton, WI for the SoilWet sensitivity 
simulation (long dashed with white circles) and the control simulation (solid with black squares). 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the RAMS@CSU mesoscale forecast model was used to simulate 

two fog events. The model was run with three nested grids, the smallest being of 2-km 

horizontal resolution, with nested vertical levels allowing for 16-m vertical resolution in 

the lower boundary layer of grid three. Atmospheric fields in the model were initialized 

with EDAS 40-km data, and surface fields were initialized with EDAS soil data and 

NOAA 01 sea surface temperature data. 

Two fog events were simulated. The first event was a valley fog observed 21 

January 2001 over Angiola, CA, located on the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley. 

This fog event occurred under a strong subsidence regime, and was representative of the 

valley fog model presented by Pilie et al. (1975a, 1975b). Liquid water content 

observations were taken by the CRP AQS field campaign, which made this case 

particularly attractive. The second fog event chosen was 11 October 2002 over 

Sheboygan, WI. Unlike the 21 January event, this particular fog event occurred in a 

transitional weather pattern, with a low-pressure system having died out earlier that day, 
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and a stationary front present to the south. The fog resulted from radiative cooling after 

sundown, with the development of a land breeze near the coast of Lake Michigan 

negating the easterly synoptic winds and leading to still conditions that facilitated the 

fog's development. 

Each of our two cases were simulated for twenty-four hours, and the results were 

examined both in terms of cloud mixing ratios simulated at the lowest level, and in terms 

of the microphysical processes which led to the fog's development. In the 21 January 

event, the model simulated fog an hour prior to the first observed fog, and dissipated fog 

an hour earlier than observed. The maximum liquid water content of the fog was 

approximately twice that simulated by the model. Closer inspection of the model's 

results revealed that the model simulated nearly all of the processes involved in the 

development of a valley fog. A valley drainage flow, a dewpoint inversion in the lowest 

150m AGL, the deposition of dew, the fog's development near 150m AGL, and the fog's 

dissipation from the surface up, all consistent with the theoretical model developed by 

Pilie et ai. (1975a, 1975b), are found in the model's results. Errors in liquid water content 

are explained by known transformation errors in the O"z coordinate system. The fog's 

premature formation is the result of the model simulating stronger cooling than observed, 

and its premature dissipation is due to model's inability to accurately evaporate ground 

moisture after sunrise. Overall, the model accurately simulated the fog event. 

In the 11 October fog event, the model failed to simulate significant fog over 

Sheboygan, WI. However, fog was simulated over much of the third grid. If one 

examines cloud mixing ratios over nearby Kewaskum, WI (which, according to satellite 
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observations, was under the same fog patch as Sheboygan), the model appears to have 

simulated the fog event rather well. While the model's onset of fog was four hours late, 

the dissipation was simulated the same hour as observed. The discrepancy between the 

forecast over Sheboygan and the forecast over Kewaskum can be explained by the 

simulated wind fields. Cotton and Anthes (1989) suggest that winds greater than 2 m S-I 

generate enough turbulent mixing to inhibit saturation and fog development, while winds 

weaker than 2 m S-I facilitate the development of fog. The winds over Sheboygan stay 

just above this threshold, while the winds at Kewaskum dip to 1.5 m S-I in our simulation. 

This error is likely due to slight inaccuracies in the model's simulation of the land-lake 

interaction which stilled the easterly synoptic winds in observations. Other 

meteorological results from the simulation, including the vertical structure of dewpoints 

and cloud mixing ratio, suggest that microphysical processes involved in the fog event 

have been accurately simulated. As such, it is reasonable to conclude that, had the winds 

been accurately simulated, fog would have been simulated as observed. Despite this 

error, the fog product would still prove quite useful to a forecaster, and the time of the 

fog's dissipation was accurately simulated. 

Additional simulations were completed to test the model's sensitivity to changes 

in the horizontal resolution of initialization data, the number of additional vertical levels 

nested into the third grid, and soil moisture values. The use of EDAS 80-km 

initialization data, rather than EDAS 40-km data, was found to contribute to poorer 

synoptic forecasts, particularly temperatures and dewpoints, and thus decrease the 

accuracy of fog forecasts. While additional nested vertical levels were found to offer 
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little improvement from the standard simulation run with three nested levels, a simulation 

run without any nested vertical levels was found to produce erroneous fog in areas of 

upward vertical motion. This can be attributed to the model's inability to accurately 

simulate winds in the lowest 100m AGL when no vertical level exist below 100m. This 

error is magnified by the fact that saturation mixing ratios are decreased in areas of 

upward vertical motion in the O'z coordinate system, and thus the erroneous fog simulated 

also contained liquid water contents much higher than that proposed by Seinfeld and 

Pandis (1998) as the maximum observed in fog. The third set of sensitivity simulations 

revealed that soil moisture values have a significant effect on surface dewpoints, and can 

thus affect whether or not saturation occurs. The simulations also showed that soil 

moisture values can have secondary effects on local circulations, and can affect the 

development of fog through such mechanisms as well. 

The results of our two simulations, as well as the sensitivity studies, suggest three 

main conclusions regarding the numerical simulation of fog. First, our simulations 

confirm the conclusions of Brown (1980), that thermal cooling, turbulent transport, and 

the deposition of moisture on the soil are necessary for the simulation of fog, and Ballard 

et al. (1991), that accurate initialization and high vertical resolution ncar the surface are 

also necessary for the simulation of fog. With the development of vegetation models, the 

assessment of Brown (1980) should be modified to include the deposition of moisture on 

vegetation as well as soil. Our results also suggest that the evaporation of ground 

moisture after sunrise is necessary for an accurate simulation of the dissipation of fog. 

Overall, our model simulations have been shown to handle the aforementioned processes 
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adequately, and when model errors in the forecasting of fog were identified, they were 

generally the result of inaccuracies in the model's simulation of these processes. 

Specifically, errors in thermal cooling often resulted in the premature or delayed onset of 

fog, errors in turbulent transport (associated with erroneous wind fields) led to delayed 

fog or no fog at all, and errors in moisture deposition led to the premature dissipation of 

fog. One can logically conclude that, as the numerical modeling community improves on 

our current abilities to simulate these processes, our ability to numerically forecast fog 

will improve as welL 

The second conclusion reached in this study is that the RAMS@CSU model, as 

modified for this study, is capable of simulating the microphysical processes necessary to 

accurately simulate fog. The modifications made to the real-time model, particularly the 

addition of nested vertical levels in the boundary layer of the third b>Tid, have been shown 

to be necessary if one is to accurate simulate fog. While errors, as described in the 

previous paragraph, occasionally contributed to inaccuracies in the formation of fog, our 

simulations were shown to recreate fine-scale features, such as dewpoint inversions and 

initial formation aloft, that are suggested by observations and previous studies. While 

Teixeira (1999) has previously published the simulation of fog on a continental scale, this 

is the first published study in which a mesoscale model is employed to simulate fog at 

such a fine resolution and with such detailed results. What's more, such a simulation 

could be run in real-time. This is of the utmost importance because it suggests that, when 

synoptic-scale and mesoscale features are properly simulated, the model will not only 
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forecast fog, but it will provide valuable information about the horizontal and vertical 

structure of the fog. 

The numerical simulations presented in this study also underscore the need for an 

accurate synoptic forecast. Small errors in the temperature, dewpoint, or wind fields can 

easily prevent the model from accurately simulating fog. As such, it is recommended that 

a modeler initialize the model as accurately as possible to ensure an accurate synoptic 

forecast. This can be achieved by initializing the model with the highest-resolution data 

available, both for the atmosphere and the surface. Observational or model-derived data 

are always preferred to climatological data or homogeneous fields for soil moisture, soil 

temperatures, sea surface temperatures, and vegetation type. A postulate to this 

conclusion is that problematic areas for the model's synoptic forecast (e.g. lee of the 

Rockies) will likewise be problematic areas for the fog forecast. Again, as initialization 

data increase in resolution and accuracy, and as mesoscale models improve in their 

overall forecasting abilities, our ability to simulate fog will improve. 

In conclusion, the RAMS@CSU mesoscale forecast model has shown itself to be 

capable of simulating fog. Discrepancies between the simulations and observations 

generally resulted from errors in the model's temperature, dewpoint, or wind forecasts. 

As mesoscale models, and the quality of their initialization data, improve, so too will the 

accuracy of fog simulations. Even with today's modeling technology, significant features 

of fog development, including the deposition of dew and the lifting of fog after sunrise, 

are identified in the model results. This suggests that, when the synoptic and mesoscale 

features of a fog event are accurately simulated, fog will indeed be produced by a model 
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with advanced microphysics and sufficient vertical levels near the surface. Indeed, even 

with errors in the fog's timing and spatial distribution, both simulations presented in this 

study would serve as useful tools to forecasters. 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

While the author feels this study is an important first step toward the development 

of a real-time fog forecast product, future work is required before such a product could 

become operational. First and foremost, higher resolution initialization data would yield 

a more accurate synoptic and mesoscale simulation, thereby increasing the accuracy of a 

fog product. While unavailable for this study, such data are used operationally in 

products such as the NCEP Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model. Further improvements to 

the fog forecast could be made by improving the surface initialization of the model. The 

EDAS 40-km soil moisture and temperature data used in this study are model-derived, 

and verification data near the cases presented in this study were unavailable. 

Furthermore, the offline interpolation method used to convert the data from the Eta 

projection to the RAMS projection sometimes led to errors near coastlines. An accurate 

real-time fog forecast product would require the online interpolation of accurate, high

resolution soil data. Likewise, daily SST data would be preferred to the weekly averaged 

SST data used in this study. Finally, the use of a homogeneous soil type was cited in 

Chapter 4 as a possible source of error in the evaporation of dew after sunrise. The 

implementation of a soil-type dataset for North America, similar to the Zobler dataset as 
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distributed by Webb et al. (1993), could improve the moisture exchange between the 

surface and the boundary layer, and subsequently improve fog forecasts. 

While many suggested improvements pertain to the data used to initialize the 

model, the RAMS@CSU model itself also has room for improvement. The crz coordinate 

system has been discussed previously in this study as a source of error, particularly in 

areas of complex terrain. Modifications such as those published by Ziingl (2002) have 

been suggested as means of improving the computation of horizontal diffusion in a cr 

coordinate system. Such an improvement would certainly improve the quality of a fog 

forecast product. Another improvement involves the simulation of cloud drops in the 

model. For this study, the drop concentration was specified in the model. Another model 

option allows for the number of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) to be specified, but the 

activation ofCCN is a function of upward vertical velocities. As such, in stable cases 

such as fog, the activation of CCN is not accurately simulated. While the lack of CCN 

initialization data makes it unlikely a real-time product would utilize this option, 

subsequent numerical studies might fmd such an option useful. Thus it is recommended 

that the activation of CCN be reformulated to account for radiative cooling as well as the 

adiabatic cooling that results from upward motion. Also, operational forecasters may 

find a real-time fog product more useful if the output were in terms of visibility rather 

than cloud mixing ratio. An empirical relationship between liquid water content and 

observed visibility is derived in Kunkel (1984) and could easily be integrated into a 

model as a derived product. 
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The introduction of nested vertical grids, as well as the use of nested horizontal 

grids, raises concerns about the turbulent closure schemes used in the model. 

Particularly, the Mellor-Yamada closure scheme, while well-suited for the large first grid, 

is not designed for the fme horizontal grid spacing found in the model's third grid. Also, 

the Mellor-Yamada scheme has been found to have problems in stable simulations (Xue 

et at., 1996). Unfortunately, because the various grids employ two-way feedback, only 

one turbulence scheme can be used or else the grids will share incompatible coefficients. 

While it seems that the model ran adequately with the Mellor-Yamada scheme, one 

would expect an improved simulation of boundary-layer turbulence and moisture fluxes 

if a better-suited closure scheme were employed in the model's third grid. This could be 

done in one of two ways. First, the model code could be modified to prevent the sharing 

of incompatible coefficients between grids. Doing so would allow one to run the Mellor

Yamada scheme for the first grid while using a more appropriate scheme for the finer 

grids. Another option would be to integrate a probability density function-based model 

for simulating boundary layer clouds, such as the one developed by Golaz et al. (2002a, 

2002b). Such as scheme was designed to be flexible enough to represent a variety of 

cloudiness regimes without the need for case-specific adjustments. This would be quite 

beneficial in a fog model, as the fog model must be able to properly simulate atmospheric 

behavior in many different regimes. 

Finally, I would suggest that this study be extended in two ways. First, while the 

two cases presented in this study were quite different, they would both be classified as 

radiation fogs. It would be of great value to simulate frontal fogs, marine fogs, and ice 
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fogs, and see if the model's results are similar to observations. Second, while the model 

handled these two cases rather well, this study does not give one an idea of how often the 

model would miss fog events altogether. One could gather useful statistics on the 

accuracy of a fog product by running the model in real-time. The third grid could either 

be moved on a daily basis to regions where fog is likely, or kept in one area where fog is 

commonly observed. Over the course of months, one could get a better picture of the fog 

product's operational value to military, government, and private sector forecasters. 
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